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In case of nuftterical problem ilssume data wherever not provided'

1.

SECTION. A
7 yl=ll

Explain the following:
(") Write differences between Compiler and Interpreter

(b) write any three differences between Application software and system softnare?

(c) Differentiate between structure and union'

(d)InCprogrammingwhatwillbethevalueofa,ifa=bToc,whereb--13gnd6=5?
t i Differentiate between static and regist€r storage class in C language'

(f) What is an enumerated data type in C language? Explain'

(g) Explain the memory hierarchy of a computer system'

SECTTON - B

Attempt any three of the following quetions: 7 at=21

(a) What is an algorithm? Give the characteristics of an algorithm' Write an algorithm for

printing tauteif a given positive integer also draw the flow chart for the same.

O) Write aprogram to sum the series i*i*i + "' * .

(c) What is recursion? Write a p,ogru' in C ro generate the Tibonacci series using

(d)
rec-ursion 

.--

Convert the following:
(i) (478A)ro =(?)ro
(ii) (44)s= (?h

(iii) (3142.28)rc=Q)2

(iv) (11001100.10)2 = (?)16

(v) (678)10 = (?)t

n ""*p-V 
gives insurance to its drivers in the following cases:

(i) If the driver is manied'

iiil f rn" driver is unmarried, male & above 30 years of age'

iiii rf *t" driver is unmarried, female & above 25 years of age'

In all other cases, the driver is not insured. If the marital status' gender and age of a

driver are inputs, write a program to determine whether the driver is to be insured or

not.

(e)

SECTION - C 7yg=35
AttemPt the following questions:

AttemPt anY two of the following:

i. write a program to add two matrices A and B of real numbers having dimension 3X3 and

store the result in another matrix"

ii. Explain call by value and call by reference mechanism for function call using prcper

examPle.

iii. Discuss various functional components of digital computer'
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4. Attempt any two of the following:
i. What do you mean by pointers? How pointer variables are initialized? Also write a note

on pointer arithmetic with proper eximple in C language.

ii. A fivd digit number is entercd through the keyhoard. Write a progtam to obtain the

reversed number and to determine whether the original and reversed numbers are equal

or not.

iii. Write a note on various approaches to problem solving.

5. Attempt any two of the following:
i. Write a program to sort an array of integers in ascending order using bubble s6rt.

ii. What is an operating system? Discuss its various functions. Also Compare between

Linux and Windows OS.

iii. Discuss the various classifications of computer systems'

6. Attempt anY two of the following:
i. What do you mean by macro? What are the applications of macros? Explain tlpes of

macro with suitable its examples in C language.

ii. Write a program to count the number of characters, spaces and new lines in a text file'

iii. Write a program in C to display the prime numbers between I and 100.

7. Attempt anY two of the following:
i. Write a program to check whether a given number is Armstroirg or not for example:

153=13+53+33

ii. What do you understand by conditional eompilation? Explain it with an example in C

language.

iii. what are different data types of operators in c language? Also write a note on operator

precedence in C.
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